Software for efficient visualization and analysis of multiple, large, multi-dimensional data sets from magnetic resonance imaging.
Comprehensive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) protocols create multiple, large, multi-dimensional data sets that are challenging to review and interpret in an efficient manner. We report on a program called CliniViewer that uses a common data file format to display all files originating from the scanner and other post-processing programs in an integrated display matrix. The five rows of images and maps have general themes of Anatomic Images, Echo-Planar Images, Parametric Maps (derived from echo-planar images), Metabolic Images, and Non-Image Data, respectively. Each row of the matrix contains related image windows of individual MR acquisitions or maps derived from such acquisitions.An interpreter can quickly screen all images and then select any image from the display to create a separate daughter window incorporating a set of analysis tools for in-depth examination. Given that the images can be acquired in the same co-registered planes without moving the subject, regional analysis can be performed simultaneously across multiple MR image types and the corresponding maps, thereby integrating anatomic features with parametric properties. Color can be used to highlight parametric values that fall outside normal ranges to quickly identify abnormalities on each map. CliniViewer is an efficient environment for analyzing multiple images and maps from comprehensive clinical imaging protocols, aiding the neuroradiologist in providing an integrated interpretation of all available MR data for efficient clinical decision making. CliniViewer is compared to AnalyzeAVW and NIH Image, two popular MR image analysis tools. CliniViewer allows efficient clinical analysis of multiple images and maps from comprehensive clinical imaging protocols.